Reasons for Creating Part-Human Chimeras
The promise of stem cell research for the treatment of degenerative brain diseases like Parkinson's and Alzheimer's is great, as are the scientific and ethical hurdles. One of those hurdles, according to some stem cell scientists, is research involving the creation of part-human chimeras. These scientists maintain that such research is a necessary step on the path to clinical trials -a step that, according to the NAS, "will inevitably be required by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)." 8 In November 2005, Geron Corporation indicated that it would be seeking FDA approval for clinical trials to test neural derivatives of its hES cell lines in patients with spinal cord injuries. Although this is not research on a neurodegenerative disease, the response to this announcement from physicians and bioethicists is instructive. Serious concerns were expressed about the move to clinical trials based on preclinical research in rodents, without additional research in nonhuman primates. 9 A similar response is to be expected with any proposed first-in-human trials for neurodegenerative diseases.
The anticipated benefits of research involving the grafting of human neural stem cells into nonhuman embryos (blastocysts stage and beyond) and human fetuses are twofold. First, this research will permit "the study of human neural development in a live environment paving the way for the generation of new models of human neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases" (p. 18644). 10 This might be particularly important for the study of disorders where "the [nonhuman] animal model does not entirely recapitulate the neurodegenerative process observed in humans." 11 Second, the availability of chimera models for test purposes will speed up the screening process for therapeutic drugs.
In further explaining the need for and value of research involving the creation of part-human chimeras, the NAS guidelines underscore the following benefits associated with the introduction of hES cells or their derivatives into nonhuman blastocysts and nonhuman postgastrulation and postnatal animals: "[S]uch experiments will be essential to test the potential of hES cells or their derivatives to differentiate into the desired cells and tissues and to ensure that hES cells or their derivatives do not give rise to inappropriate cell types or to tumors or have any other deleterious consequences." 12 In brief, the research will be invaluable in determining how transplanted hES cells or hES cellderived neurons and glia respond to particular environments, whether they survive and proliferate, and whether proliferation and functional differentiation is normal or pathological.
Concerns with Creating Part-Human Chimeras
The scientific community is divided with respect to the value of interspecies chimera research. 13 Among those who support such research are those who believe that the research objectives summarized above can be pursued most effectively by grafting human pluripotent or restricted ES cells into nonhuman fetal or postnatal animals and then observing cell growth and cell fate. Others who support this research believe that it should be done in nonhuman blastocysts and embryos as the transplanted stem cells would most likely reveal their full developmental potential in these richly proliferating environments. Ethical concerns have been raised, however, regarding the grafting of hES cells into nonhuman blastocysts and embryos, because at these early developmental stages the transplanted cells could contribute to the inner cell mass. The engrafted nonhuman animal would thus be a mixture of human and nonhuman cells, potentially containing human cells in the germline, brain, or both.
Grafting hES Cells into Postgrastrulation and Postnatal Nonhuman Animals
The NAS guidelines permit the grafting of hES cells into postgrastrulation and postnatal nonhuman animals, including primates, in the belief that there is no serious risk that hES cells would contribute to the germline of the engrafted animal. Erring on the side of caution, however, the guidelines stipulate that this unlikely risk will be managed by prohibiting the breeding of part-human chimeras. 14 The risk of human cells infiltrating the brains of postgrastrulation or postnatal nonhuman animals is also deemed unlikely, but is not identified as a risk to be avoided. Indeed, according to the NAS guidelines, this possible outcome would be worthy of further study:
[T]he idea that human neuronal cells might participate in "higherorder" brain functions in a nonhuman animal, however unlikely that may be, raises concerns that need to be considered. Indeed, if such cells are to be used in human therapeutic interventions, one needs to know whether they could participate in that way in the context of a treatment. Thus there are good reasons to explore this sort of issue through animal experiments. 15 
Grafting hES Cells into Nonhuman Blastocysts
The NAS guidelines permit the grafting of hES cells into all nonhuman blastocysts except those of primates. The explicit prohibition on grafting hES cells into nonhuman primate blastocysts is introduced because of the risk of both germline and brain infiltration. This risk is identified as a threat to human dignity, though human dignity is nowhere defined in the guidelines:
Research in which hES cells are introduced into nonhuman primate blastocysts . . . should . . . not be conducted at this time. These kinds of studies could produce creatures in which the lines between human and nonhuman primates are blurred, a development that could threaten to undermine human dignity. 16 
Human Dignity and Moral Status
Concerns about violating human dignity are shared by Karpowicz and colleagues according to whom "chimeras, by combining the appearance and functional capacities of humans and animals, seem to risk denying human dignity" (p. 333). 17 They write:
Human dignity is a widely shared concept that refers to being worthy or respected because one is human. . . . Human dignity is based on the recognition that human beings possess, will possess, or have possessed functional and emergent psychological capacities that indicate they are worthy of respect. Humans have the capacity to make moral choices and their actions can be imputed to them because they possess a conscience and a sense of responsibility. Recognition of such human characteristics informs us of our common humanity and reminds us of our reasons to respect and support humanity. 18 Interestingly, despite a shared concern about possible threats to human dignity, Karpowicz and colleagues reach a different conclusion than that found in the NAS guidelines. In their view, grafting hES cells into nonhuman primate embryos need not "threaten the belief at the core of our social ethic that human beings have a certain distinctive dignity" (p. 129). 19 Why? Because such research need not result in the transfer of "emergent human mental capacities," 20 "emergent and supercellular psychological human functions," 21 "human-like psychological alterations," 22 "psychological characteristics associated with human brains," 23 or "psychological and cognitive capacities associated with human dignity." 24 Indeed, Karpowicz and colleagues maintain that the risk of humanization is most unlikely because of important differences between the species in terms of brain size and the number of cell cycles during neurogenesis. Nonetheless, to minimize the risk of humanization in grafting hES cells into nonhuman primate embryos they propose a limit on: "(i) numbers of human cells transferred, (ii) choice of host animal for early blastocyst chimeras, and (iii) dissociation of human cells, rather than postanatomical tissue transplants for later embryonic chimeras." 25 Related to concerns about human dignity are concerns about moral status. Shortly after the NAS guidelines were released, Greene and colleagues published their views on the moral issues associated with grafting human stem cells into nonhuman primates, starting with the worry that such research might change the morally relevant mental capacities of engrafted nonhuman primates. 26 If human-nonhuman primate chimeras were to develop "humanlike cognitive capacities relevant to moral status . . . such as the ability to feel pleasure and pain, language, rationality, and richness of relationships," 27 then we might have to reexamine socially entrenched differences in moral standing between humans and nonhuman primates.
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Greene and colleagues do not present a consensus view on the moral acceptability of grafting hES cells into nonhuman primate embryos: "[S]ome of us believe that engraftment of human neural cells into great apes should not be permitted, particularly early in neural development. Others argue against outright prohibition." 28 It appears that the authors agree, however, on a framework for research design. They maintain that to minimize the risk of introducing significant changes to the cognitive and emotional capacities of engrafted nonhuman animals (capacities that are deemed relevant to moral standing), there should be particular attention to the "(i) proportion of engrafted human cells, (ii) neural development, (iii) NHP [nonhuman primate] species, (iv) brain size, (v) site of integration, and (vi) brain pathology." 29 
Flawed arguments
A first problem with arguments in support of limited research involving the grafting of human stem cells into nonhuman primates is that such arguments appear to accept unchallenged the claim that creating interspecies chimeras is a necessary step in the development of safe and effective stem cell therapies for human disease. But what about the problem of inference from cross-species research to human research given known differences between the biology of nonhumans and humans? Biological differences such as the possible absence of the rostral migratory stream in the human brain after infancy may well limit the ability to extrapolate research findings from part-human chimeras to humans. 30 The inferential gaps associated with chimera research may be significant, even in the face of counterexamples suggesting important similarities between human and nonhuman stem cells. Tolerance for the problem of inference is perplexing, when this problem could be eliminated or, at the very least, significantly reduced by some kinds of within-species research, including human-to-human research, nonhumanprimate-to-nonhuman-primate research, and rodent-to-rodent research.
Those who advocate part-human chimeric stem cell research as a means to the end of regenerative medicine suggest that this research is imperative in part because the human-to-human chimera research would be unethical. But this statement may be far too sweeping. For example, following current guidelines in Canada, the United Kingdom, and many other countries, human embryo research, though morally controversial, is permitted up until 14 days. Why preclude human-to-human chimera research within the 14 day time limit? 31 Also, what about nonhuman-primate-to-nonhuman-primate research (with appropriate stringent restrictions on the care of nonhuman primates in research facilities)? Admittedly there are fewer available nonhuman primate stem cell lines and nonhuman primate hosts are an expensive animal model for preclinical research, but if this research could successfully sidestep certain moral and scientific problems, why not pursue this alternative and plan to move directly from nonhuman-primate-to-nonhuman-primate studies into human clinical trials? At this time, there is no reason to think that the inferential problems will be greater with grafting nonhuman primate stem cells into nonhuman primates as contrasted with grafting human stem cells into nonhuman primates, though admittedly different research strategies may be needed for efficacy than for safety.
With respect to safety, there is the claim that interspecies research is necessary to test for tumorigenicity. Recent research, however, suggests that ES cells may be more likely to generate tumors when grafted into a host that is of the same species as that from which the cells were derived. 32 If so, observations of tumor formation (or absence of same) resulting from hES cells being grafted into nonhuman hosts (whether rodents or nonhuman primates) may have little bearing upon determinations of the risk of tumor formation by hES cells grafted into humans. 33 From another perspective, it is unclear how the potential benefits of chimera research should be weighed against the potential harms, especially when one considers that the benefits and harms devolve onto different creatures.
With respect to efficacy, there is the apparent assumption that nonhuman primates are the ideal animal model for diseases affecting the human brain, so that we are right to have more confidence in the relevance of preclinical data from human-nonhuman primate chimeras than from human-rodent chimeras. Evidence in support of the view that nonhuman primates are the better animal model for research relevant to the human brain is lacking, however. Here, it is perhaps instructive to consider the development of the related field of fetal neural transplantation for the treatment of Parkinsonism. The first published clinical trial of this approach 34 was undertaken prior to completion of any nonhuman primate studies, largely on the basis of rodent experiments. Results of initial nonhuman primate studies 35 were favorable and used to justify further human clinical trials. Yet the nonhuman primate studies were no more successful than the rodent studies in predicting the debilitating dyskinesias that have prevented the widespread acceptance of these procedures. 36 It follows that nonhuman primate chimeras may not be the best animal model for all diseases affecting the human brain. More generally, the ideal nonhuman animal model to study the properties of stem cells in vivo may be disease or disorder specific, and may or may not be a part-human chimera.
A further problem with arguments limiting research involving the grafting of human stem cells into nonhuman primates is the failure to address head-on the moral quandary, namely that the primary scientific reason for wanting to pursue research involving the creation of human-nonhuman primate embryonic chimeras and the primary ethical reason for limiting such research are one and the same -nonhuman primates most closely approximate humans. Instead of squarely confronting this quandary, considerable intellectual energy is expended insisting on the potential scientific benefits of biological humanization while seeking to minimize the risk of moral humanization.
The Argument from Human Dignity
It is difficult to assess the NAS claim that grafting human cells into nonhuman primate blastocysts "could threaten to undermine human dignity" without first understanding the meaning of the term human dignity. This is no easy task, as there are a number of candidate definitions. 37 Human dignity is often used as a stand-in for autonomy, 38 respect for persons (as persons), 39 human equality, 40 and that which (properly) underlies a sense of self-respect. 41 Taken individually, each of these definitions is problematic insofar as each would appear to be either under-or overinclusive. Underinclusive definitions would be those that improperly exclude some humans -namely, those who do not meet the conditions implied by the definition. For example, human nonpersons, like individuals in a persistent vegetative state or human embryos,
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200 would fail to possess human dignity understood as either autonomy, respect of persons (as persons), or that which (properly) underlies a sense of self-respect. Further, human persons lacking self-awareness, like very young children and some individuals with severe mental disabilities would fail to possess human dignity understood as that which (properly) underlies a sense of self-respect. In sharp contrast, human dignity understood as human equality is perhaps too strong insofar as it would include human zygotes and blastocysts. Because each of these definitions has implications in tension with how the notion of human dignity is used in ethical debate, we have reason to reject each definition in turn as inadequate for the task. For the same reason, clustering these definitions is also problematic.
But what of the definition of human dignity offered by Karpowicz and colleagues, who, like the NAS, worry that grafting human stem cells into nonhuman primates may violate human dignity? In their view,
[h]uman dignity is a widely shared notion that signifies that humans typically display certain sorts of functional and emergent capacities that render them uniquely valuable and worthy of respect. It is not only the capacities for reasoning, choosing freely, and acting for moral reasons, as Kant argues, or for entertaining and acting on the basis of self-chosen purposes, as Gewirth holds, that are at the core of what we mean by human dignity. The notion also encompasses such capacities as those for engaging in sophisticated forms of communication and language, participating in interweaving social relations, developing a secular or religious world view, and displaying sympathy and empathy in emotionally complex ways. 42 The problem with this definition when it is used to clarify what types of chimera research would or would not violate human dignity is that it implicitly relies on the species integrity argument (disclaimers to the contrary notwithstanding). Indeed, there is an inherent tension in Karpowicz and colleagues' criticism of the use of the species concept and their own use of their concept of human dignity. It appears to us that they want to both (a) value certain human functions and capacities for their own sake and not because they are human 43 and (b) value certain human functions and capacities because they are human and not for their own sake. 44 At the same time, both of these points in tension rely on an implicit appeal to a principle conferring intrinsic moral value on x if x belongs to a class A that contains members who manifest certain cognitive or emotional capacities, even if x herself does not. X is thus valued, or possesses moral significance, because x is a member of class A. In this case, the class is all humans.
The problem with implicitly opting for, while at the same time denying the value of, species integrity is that this introduces a significant logical problem. If Karpowicz and colleagues believe that human capacities are to be valued for their own sake and not because they are human, then they can't conclude that creating human-nonhuman primate chimeras with these capacities in any way threatens human dignity. Alternatively, if their position is that human capacities are to be valued because they are human and not for their own sake, then they can conclude that creating human-nonhuman chimeras risks violating human dignity but, per force, must acknowledge that their argument relies on presuppositions about species integrity.
Chimera Research and Stem Cell Therapies
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Karpowicz et al. are resistant to relying on a species integrity argument, but this comes at a price. If the species classification/demarcation truly plays no role in the analysis of human dignity and if nonhuman primates have dignityassociated capacities "that resemble those of humans in several respects," 45 which Karpowicz and colleagues acknowledge, then logic and justice demand that we accord human and nonhuman primates the same "human dignity" by virtue of the dignity-associated capacities manifested by members of the respective species.
In sum, we agree with Karpowicz et al. that human capacities "for carrying out discursive and moral reasoning, engaging in complex communication, and forming multifaceted social relations" 46 are inherently valuable (from our human perspective). We do not agree with them, however, that human dignity is somehow reduced by research that results in nonhuman primates being revealed as, or even becoming, creatures that have these capacities. It is not obvious to us that creating nonhuman primates with the capacity "to develop human psychological, cognitive, or other capacities associated with human dignity" 47 (or increasing these valued capacities among nonhuman primates who already display many of these capacities) in any way denies the dignity of humans, unless the dignity of humans depends on the separation of species, which Karpowicz et al. want to reject.
From another perspective, it is difficult for us to understand how the use of nonhuman primate hosts for the creation of part-human chimeras represents an objectionable affront to "human dignity" (and for this reason should be prohibited or strictly regulated), whereas the use of other nonhuman hosts seemingly does not constitute such an affront (and therefore does not need to be prohibited or strictly regulated). Surely the threat to human dignity, if there is such a threat, would be all the more significant with efforts to "humanize" our more distant nonhuman relatives? Would not a "thinking, talking" mouse à la Stuart Little be more of a threat to human dignity (such as it is) than a "thinking, talking" Cornelius from Planet of the Apes? 48 From our perspective, it seems logically possible to engage in human-tononhuman primate neural grafting without adversely affecting the dignity of humans. Nothing about this process entails that human persons or even human beings (if we wish to make this distinction) will lose their status as autonomous individuals, persons, or equal moral citizens (of the global moral community). Nor is there any reason to suppose that this will undermine their self-respect. As such, while there may be sound ethical concerns with grafting hES cells into nonhuman primates, it would seem that these concerns have little or nothing to do with human dignity (at least relative to the definitions of human dignity that we have canvassed).
In the end, discussions of whether human dignity is adversely affected seem focused on the wrong beings. Though no human beings are adversely affected by human-to-nonhuman primate neural grafting at early developmental stages, and so human dignity (whatever it might mean) remains unthreatened, nonhuman primate beings may be adversely affected by such research. The possibility of harm to nonhuman primates is difficult to assess at this juncture in the debate, however. 49 If the engrafted early-stage developing animals are not brought to full-term, or if they are not allowed to mature after birth, then there need not be any nonhuman primate beings adversely affected by the relevant procedure. If the relevant nonhuman primate embryos are allowed to mature,
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202 however, then concerns about the moral status of the maturing nonhuman primates become pertinent. Thus, we now turn our attention to examining the moral status of nonhuman primate chimeras.
The Argument for Protected Human Moral Standing
Greene and colleagues appear to believe that grafting hES cells into nonhuman primates may alter those primates' cognitive and emotional capacities in ways that might change their current moral status. 50 This risk is greatest when using nonhuman great apes at a very early stage of development. 51 There are several problems with the article by Greene and colleagues, not the least of which is the contradiction between the claim that there is no scientific or philosophical ground for maintaining a strict theoretical division of the species, 52 and the discussion that follows that in so many ways belies this claim. In our view, the socially entrenched distinction between human and nonhuman primates is under strain from at least two directions. The first direction concerns the collapse of strict species distinctions resulting from the rise of Darwinian evolutionary theory as the dominant interpretative framework in modern biology. 53 The illusion of a strict species distinction between humans and other animals arises in part from the lack of extant hominids that are members of other species of the genus Homo. The existence of such hominids would arguably serve to highlight, and perhaps force a more adequate integration of, human primate identity. 54 The second direction concerns the well-studied variety of cognitive capacities or abilities that range over humans of varying degrees of cognitive health or development. It is no longer plausible to highlight a particular cluster of cognitive properties as both necessary and sufficient for inclusion in humanity. To do so would inevitably lead either to the exclusion of some humans from, or the inclusion of some of the nonhuman great apes in, the human "family." This problem is not simplified by identifying clusters of properties whose family resemblances allow us to talk of all members of each "cluster class" (containing members who manifest the properties of the relevant cluster) as human. As will be implied below, there is no prima facie reason for supposing that nonhuman animals, particularly great apes like chimpanzees or bonobos, would not qualify as members of one of these cluster classes (and so qualify as human).
In our estimation, talk of nonhuman primates who might acquire humanlike characteristics as a result of hES cell grafting, and so become worthy of a moral status akin to that accorded such humans as young children or the mentally challenged, is deeply problematic. There simply is no good reason to think that there is a class of mental states, or a set of classes related through family resemblance each containing a set of mental states, properly described as human that are unique to all humans. Arguably, to think otherwise is to fail to appreciate the remarkable diversity of cognitive capacities found throughout the human species. What we see among humans is a broad spectrum of cognitive capacity from the very simple (e.g., infants and toddlers) to the complex (e.g., human adults who enjoy a degree of cognitive health that falls within what is considered to be statistically normal, possess linguistic skills, and have a to-be-specified level of education). When we include various pathological or degenerative conditions in this analysis, the diversity of cogni-tive capacities among humans only increases. The "simpler" the cognitive capacity exhibited by humans, the less likely it is that this capacity is unique to humans. Indeed, considerations of evolutionary parsimony lead us to expect that similar behaviors in closely related species are to be explained by similar proximate causes, and this is no less true for the human and chimpanzee than it is for wolves and domestic dogs. 55 Greene et al. suggest some characteristics they believe confer on humans a unique moral worth, including linguistic capacity, rationality, and a capacity for sufficiently rich social relationships. 56 Though it may appear unproblematic to suggest that only humans possess these characteristics, advances in such animal sciences as ethology, primatology, animal psychology, and behavioral ecology suggest otherwise. Individuals belonging to each species of nonhuman great ape have been involved in language research, and some chimpanzees and bonobos have revealed proto-linguistic abilities, acquiring a competence in sign language akin to that achieved by young human children who are hearing impaired. 57 Savage-Rumbaugh's work with Kanzi (Pan paniscus) has received a great deal of attention. 58 Arguably, Fouts' work with Washoe (Pan troglodytes), 59 Miles' work with Chantek (Pongo pygmaeus), 60 and Patterson's work with Koko (Gorilla gorilla) deserve equal attention. 61 Kanzi, Washoe, Chantek, and Koko are each capable of communicating some of their wants or desires to those humans working with them. 62 This is not to claim that some of these nonhuman primates have acquired a mastery of sign language (whatever that might mean), but it is relatively uncontroversial to suggest that they can communicate after a fashion not unlike a very young human child. 63 Rationality, understood as means-to-ends reasoning, is now well evidenced (albeit to varying degrees of complexity) among several nonhuman primate species, including capuchins (or members of the genus Cebus), 64 macaques (or members of the genus Macaca), 65 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), 66 and bonobos (Pan paniscus). 67 The stone tool use of free-living Pan troglodytes verus is a striking example of this rational capacity. 68 The richness of social relationships in several species of nonhuman primates is now receiving a great deal of attention. Within groups of free-living nonhuman primate species like capuchins, macaques, and chimpanzees, there are complex dynamic social hierarchies that require a certain degree of cognitive sophistication to successfully navigate. Within such groups, opportunistic alliances to secure resources or ensure some level of protection are widespread. 69 Reconciliation behavior, hypothesized to be necessary to maintaining important social relationships, 70 can also be observed within groups of nonhuman primates like macaques and chimpanzees. 71 These facts suggest to us that the worry with grafting hES cells into nonhuman primate blastocysts, in relation to concerns about moral standing, is not so much a worry about nonhuman primates acquiring human-like characteristics, as they already have these. Rather, it would appear that the worry is more about nonhuman primates becoming human.
Conclusion
In the face of repeated claims about the need for human-nonhuman primate chimera research as a necessary step along the way from bench to bedside in the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, it is important to identify and Françoise Baylis and Andrew Fenton 204 carefully assess the arguments for and against such research. As we have shown, the moral reason given for the NAS prohibition on grafting hES cells into nonhuman primate blastocysts -the argument from human dignity -is flawed. So too, however, are the arguments given by Karpowicz and Greene and their respective colleagues for permitting such research.
Beyond this, we have identified the need to critically examine the following beliefs (some of which appear to undergird arguments about the ethics of creating human-nonhuman primate chimeras): that the natures of species are fixed; that human beings have a certain distinctive dignity; that moral standing is a function of genetics, higher cognitive capacities, or both; that enhancing the psychological and cognitive capacities of nonhumans is a priori a bad thing; that preclinical research in the human embryo is de facto unethical or unlikely to yield answers to interesting and important scientific questions and potential stem cell therapies; that the scientific and economic challenges with nonhuman-primateto-nonhuman-primate research are not worth exploring; or that the nonhuman primate (or part nonhuman primate) model is the preferred model for Parkinson's and Alzheimer's research. The time has come for us to question these beliefs and, in so doing, to squarely address the moral status of novel part-human beings.
Notes
